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Business Objects
SDP Distripack uses Business Objects, a powerful 
management tool that allows your company to 
anticipate quickly. You receive reports automatically 
in your email inbox for further analysis.

Websites & Webshops
Our integrated e-commerce software makes it very 
easy to open an online shop. SDP’s web developers 
create your webshop, and you easily manage its 
content thanks to a user friendly management system 
(CMS). Through the online webshop, linked to your 
article database, customers can purchase and pay 
for articles.

EDI
SDP Distripack’s EDI automates the 

communication with customers and 
suppliers. Sending delivery notes 

and receiving purchase orders is 
extremely easy, saving time... 

and money too!
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Sales app
The SDP sales app is a mobile application 
for managers who want to stay informed 
regarding the sales results. This app gives 
you real-time access to your company 
fi gures on any mobile device.



also the article’s full description, along with important 
elements such as wood type and color.
Sizes are also specifi ed, so that you can check how 
many 1.80 m, 2 m and 2.50 m beams the customer is 
buying. This reduces the risk of problems or discussion 
at the payment stage. 
 
Customer management
All your customer data, like addresses, purchase history 
and payment behaviour, is collected in SDP Distripack. 
No more paper notebooks, scattered Excel fi les and 
mismatched addresses in different places: everything 
is found in a single system. It’s accurate and effi cient. 
 
Flawless start
Choosing SDP guarantees a fl awless start. For a timber 
yard, deploying new software means having to 
face signifi cant changes. All the assortment articles 
need to be migrated, not just in the shop, but in the 
entire stock too.  Besides, customers with receipts, 
quotations, vouchers, etc. should not notice the new 
system’s installation. The migration and set up have to 
be seamless. Finally, time is of the essence, as the shop 
is to have as little downtime as possible. 
 
SDP: the right knowledge and experience. 
With SDP you can count on a dedicated project team. 
Our long-term experience makes us a partner able 
to anticipate your needs and help you in preventing 
problems. SDP Distripack was yet installed in more 
than thirty timber yards. You will benefi t from this broad 
experience. Discover our references.
 
What happens with your packages?
Per package you can request the stock movements. 
You get all the relevant information: which one of 
your employees performed a certain action? At what 
date?
The stock movements have linked documents (order 
tickets, invoices, etc.), to allow detailed checks of 
every action. You can also see for which customers the 
action was performed.

• Strategic purchase management

• Extended article management

• Quick sales transactions

• Correct price management

• Certifi cation

• Production module

• Connection to automatic warehouse 

Error-free cutting- and dispatch notes
The cutting- and dispatch notes contain a lot of 
information. This reduces the risk of errors and makes 
the work more effi cient.
Displaying stock location is a big plus, especially 
when there are various warehouses. Also displayed 
are the package number, thickness, width, length 
and quantities: your employees will fi nd the searched 
material much quicker.
 
Trouble-free conversions
Your customers visit the shop asking for a certain 
number of square meters of wood laminate, for 
example. Yet, you sell it in packages of 2.81 m2. With 
Distripack there is no need to convert.
This will help you also in a later stage. With the right 
calculation you don’t have to take back non used 

packages. 
 

Sales screens show you all the information, 
even sizes.

Your sales screens displays all 
the information regarding 

sold articles. On the cash 
register, you not only 

see a reference 
number, but 
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Stock: 
stated sizes and 
bundle numbers
You will get an overview of the 
entire stock. You choose how: see per 
bundle which articles it contains, or see per article 
which bundels still contain the article. Either way, you 
always have a clear overview and you know exactly 
what is in stock.
 
Price management
Do you have different price ranges for professionals and 
private clients? Using SDP Distripack, you don’t have 
to convert them and you can defi ne easily the exact 
price yourself. You can choose a fi xed margin or a fi xed 
percentage of the purchase price, etc. You and no one 
else can defi ne the prices that need to be charged. 
Our software follows your choices and doesn’t limit your 
commercial strategy. 


